
Rhythm & Movement Supply List

Paper
    - Bring lots of cheap paper. A pad of 100 sheets would be good but scrap paper will do, tabloid size 
(11”x17”)preferable.
    - A few sheets of good paper for small projects. For example, we’ll turn what you learn about long 
straight verticals into a tall Gothic project.

Ink
     - something for practice and fast writing. A jar of fountain pen ink or Sumi will do, for dipping.
     - gouache or watercolors or whatever quality ink you prefer for a project on the good paper.
     - water jar and whatever else you might need for cleaning

Equipment
The general idea is to bring a range of writing instruments, most importantly what you’re comfortable 
with.
    -  broad edged pens, at least one wide and one narrow. E.g: Speedball, Automatic, Pilot Parallel, 
Osmiroid, Brause. If you have Pilot Parallel pens, bring a jar of fountain pen ink so they can be used 
as dip pens.
    -  pointed pens, whichever type you are most comfortable with. Not essential if you don’t use them.
    -  lettering brushes, at least one pointed (I recommend a Kuretake brush pen) and one flat edged.
    -  pencil, rollerball or marker pen

    -  NB: One or two stiff cushions with which you can adjust your height at the table, especially if 
you’re on the short side. Stacking venue chairs also works. Feel free to bring your own height-adjust-
able chair!

For the beach
    -  Please bring any implements which you think will make an interesting mark. E.g. a fork, a shell, a 
whisk, a forked stick. Have a look at my Instagram and TikTok videos for inspiration  - @beachscriber
    -  A hand crafted Beach Wand, a simple carver and a small mystery tool will be supplied at $27.
    -  Other equipment will be available to share.
    -  Camera (your phone will do).
    - A sun hat, water, snack, something warm.

Note Regarding Weather
- Which sessions are spent indoors and which on the beach will be finalised as soon as the weather 
predictions are firm -- about 5 to 6 days before the workshop.
- Afternoon sessions on the beach will run later and through to sunset (about 6:30) at which time we 
will close with sundowners. 


